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COCKTAILS
THE CARY

£9.95

OLD FASHIONED

£9.95

BLOODY MARY

£9.95

SALCOMBE GIN NEGRONI

£9.95

A blend of Crème de Violette, Malibu, coconut water,
lime juice and almond garnished with a Viola flower.
		
Woodford Reserve Rye Whiskey, Angostura and sugar.

Classic mix of Vodka, lemon juice, Worcestershire sauce,
tabasco, celery salt with cucumber and celery.

An Italian classic, reinvented with Aperol and Cocchci Torino Vermouth
to complement the citrus notes of Salcombe Gin ‘Start Point’

WHITE RUSSIAN

£9.95

ESPRESSO MARTINI

£9.95

WHISKEY SOUR

£9.95

COSMOPOLITAN

£9.95

Black Cow Dorset Milk Vodka, coffee liqueur and cream.
		
Vodka, coffee liqueur, vanilla and a double espresso.

Wild Turkey Bourbon, lemon juice and
sugar syrup blended with Egg white.

Vodka, triple sec, cranberry juice
and freshly squeezed lime juice.

WINE
S E L E C T I O N
A S E L E C T I O N O F W I N E S W H I C H C A N B E E N J OY E D
E I T H E R O N T H E I R O W N O R A S A P E R F E C T M E A L A C C O M PA N I M E N T.

SPARKLING WINE
1

V

PROSECCO SPUMANTE BORGO ALATO
TREVISO, ITALY

Delicately fruity, slightly aromatic bouquet with hints of flowers
among which honey and wild apple scents. It is well balanced and light.

2

CRÉMANT DE LIMOUX BRUT, THOLOMIES
CARCASSONNE, FRANCE

Made in the ‘ Methode Traditionelle’ way like Champagne.
A delicious Silver Medal winning sparkling wine a blend of Chardonnay
and Chenin Blanc. The nose displays citrus and almond notes,
and on the palate the wine is supple and refreshing, with notes
of quince, citrus and a hint of toastiness on the finish.

BOTTLE £26.00
125ml £6.50

3

V

NYETIMBER CLASSIC CUVEE

BOTTLE £70.00

HAMPSHIRE AND SUSSEX, ENGLAND

The pale-golden hue and fine bubbles make our flagship Classic Cuvee Multi-Vintage
the ideal occasion-ready drink. A palate of honey, almond, pastry and baked apples
gives it a hint of decadence. Intense yet delicate, elegant yet complex – it’s no wonder
it’s consistently crowned one of the best English sparkling wines.

BOTTLE £30.00

4

V

NYETIMBER ROSÉ

BOTTLE £80.00

HAMPSHIRE AND SUSSEX, ENGLAND

This beautiful sunset-pink Multi-Vintage rosé has us dreaming of long, sunny days.
Offering a unique combination of aromas, including British summer fruits and shortbread.
Its creamy, round texture and refreshing redcurrant, raspberry and cherry flavours give
it an elegant and silky finish.

V

Vegan

CHAMPAGNE
NON-VINTAGE

5

V

6

V

7

V

LAURENT-PERRIER LA CUVEE

Medium bodied and very easy on the palate. Perfectly balanced.
A soft mouthfeel belies the strong structure of the wine.
Finishes clean yet delicately lingers.

POL ROGER BRUT RÉSERVE

PRESTIGE CUVEE
BOTTLE £70.00
Half Bottle £39.00
125ml £12.50

8

V

DOM PÉRIGNON BRUT

9

V

LOUIS ROEDERER CRISTAL, 2009

10

V

WINSTON CHURCHILL POL ROGER 2008

Dom Pérignon is named after the cellarmaster at Hautvillers (1670-1715)
who perfected the sparkling wine-making process that created
Champagne, the drink that we know today.

BOTTLE £75.00

A floral, pastry rich Champagne, Pol Roger Brut Réserve is blended
from 30 wines from different vineyards and vintages. The result is
a classic style of Champagne which pairs spectacularly with seafood dishes.

LAURENT-PERRIER CUVEE ROSÉ

BOTTLE £90.00
Pale salmon in colour, with precise, crisp aromas of strawberries, redcurrants,
raspberries and black cherries. It has fine bubbles with persistent mousse,
and prominent flavours of soft red berry fruit, with a well defined wild cherry aspect.

BOTTLE £210.00

BOTTLE £290.00
Cristal was created in 1876 to satisfy the demanding tastes of Tsar Alexander II.
The emperor asked Louis Roederer to reserve the House’s best cuvée for him every year.
To distinguish this cuvée, this exceptional champagne came in a flat-bottomed, transparent
lead-crystal bottle. Produced uniquely during the best years, when the Chardonnay and
Pinot noir grapes have attained perfect maturity, Cristal is aged for 6 years in Louis Roederer’s 		
cellars. Cristal is a remarkably balanced and refined champagne whose length is inimitable.
It has a silky texture and fruity aromas, complemented by a powerful mineral quality with
white fruit and citrus notes.
BOTTLE £295.00
Pol Roger created this Champagne as a tribute to Sir Winston Churchill, allegedly,
Churchill valued a robust, full bodied Champagne, and this 2008 vintage is one that
Pol Roger hope he would have approved of. Cuvée Sir Winston Churchill is made
exclusively with grapes from Grand Cru Pinot Noir and Chardonnay vineyards which
were already under vine during Churchill’s lifetime. On the palate, the wine is
immediately powerful and yet exquisitely well-balanced; refreshing flavours of
citrus fruit, notably grapefruit, are coupled with creamy notes of pastry.

V

Vegan

WHITE
11

LE SERIN BLANC DE BLANC

BOTTLE £20.00
250ml £6.90
Green apple and zingy grapefruit flavours mingles with a touch of honey.
175ml £5.10
		
125ml £3.90

16

12

17

HEN PECKED PICPOUL DE PINET
LANGUEDOC, FRANCE

COTES DE GASCOGNE, FRANCE

HONEST VALLEY UNOAKED CHARDONNAY
ADELAIDE, AUSTRALIA

Showcasing the purity of Chardonnay fruit, this unoaked style displays
aromas of freshly cut blood orange, melon and nutmeg spice.
The palate, a delightful fusion of candied lemon, peach
and cantelope, possesses a crisp finish with creamy notes.

13

EL VOLQUETE VERDEJO
TORO, SPAIN

An attractive dry wine with soft fruits, floral aromas, and a crisp finish.
		

14

PINOT GRIGIO GALEOTTI

		

Surprisingly bright and fresh for a wine produced in such a warm climate,
it’s rather like a fuller bodied Muscadet with plenty of citrusy fruit.
V

CHATEAU COULON ORGANIC CORBIERES BLANC

BOTTLE £28.00

LANGUEDOC, FRANCE		

Lovely, bright aromas of peach, pear and white flowers.
Medium bodied, well-balanced and dry.

18

GAVI TENIMENTI CA`BIANCA DOCG

BOTTLE £29.00		

PIEMONTE, ITALY

BOTTLE £22.00
250ml £7.50
175ml £5.70
125ml £4.40

This delicately refreshing dry white is lemon yellow in colour. Flavours of
fresh green apple and citrus are balanced well by aromas of stone fruit.

BOTTLE £24.00
250ml £8.30
175ml £6.30
125ml £4.60

CAOBA FAMILIA FALASCO VIOGNIER

BOTTLE £25.00

VENETO, ITALY

15

BOTTLE £22.00
250ml £7.50
175ml £5.70
125ml £4.40		

BOTTLE £25.00

Pale gold with green hints, fine bouquet of white flowers,
apple and vanilla. Dry with light, spicy notes.

19

V

HOLMES POINT SAUVIGNON BLANC

BOTTLE £30.00
250ml £10.50
From the Estate of Allan Scott one of the pioneers Marlborough Sauvignon 175ml £8.40
A fragrant mix of pineapple and passion fruit tropical flavours with
125ml £6.40
underlying zesty citrus characters of orange and lime adding complexity.
MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND

MENDOZA, ARGENTINA		

In the richer, smokier style with flavours of pear and apricot.
The palate is complex, fresh and unctuous with a lingering finish.

V

Vegan

WHITE
20

V

ROSÉ

SHARPHAM DART VALLEY RESERVE

BOTTLE £31.00

TOTNES, DEVON, UK

CHARLES SMITH KUNG FU GIRL RIESLING

BUFFALO RIDGE ZINFANDEL ROSÉ
CALIFORNIA, USA

Made from the Madelaine Angevine grape and from an excellent vintage.
It has a delightful spritz, fresh fruit flavours and a vibrant citrus mouthfeel.

21

24

Refreshing and easy drinking with a sweetness and hint of ripe red fruits.
		
BOTTLE £38.00

WASHINGTON STATE, USA

25

V

COTES DE PROVENCE, FRANCE

White peach, mandarin orange and apricot are delivered with a core of minerality
that makes the wine shimmer with energy and freshness. Another epic vintage
of kung fu girl. Voted best Riesling in the world

22

SANCERRE BLANC DOMAINE ARMAND SALMON

BOTTLE £41.00

LOIRE FRANCE

Less herbaceous that most Sancerre’s, soft tones of ripe gooseberry backed

with mineral flavours, reflecting the vineyards it comes from. Very appealing.

23

CHABLIS DOMAINE DU COLOMBIER
BURGUNDY, FRANCE

Domaine bottled, this is an elegant dry white with aromas
of ripe fruit and a full body giving a classic finish.

BOTTLE £45.00

#LOU PEYRASSOL ROSÉ
Clear, brilliant appearance. Pale pink colour with bluish reflections.
The aroma is highly expressive. Spicy notes combined with many small
red fruits and Peach Melba, with citrus notes at the finish. Mouth feel
is crisp, initially mineral, and then avidly fruity.

26

V

LE CLOS PEYRASSOL

BOTTLE £21.00
250ml £7.30
175ml £5.70
125ml £4.40
BOTTLE £28.00
250ml £9.50
175ml £7.80		
125ml £5.60

BOTTLE £90.00

PROVENCE, FRANCE

One of the best Provence roses from the original home of the Knights Templars using
Tibouren, a very old Provençal variety, predominates and gives this great wine its personality
Grenache and Rolle complete the blend. Beneath its very delicate colour with hints of purple, 		
Clos Peyrassol reveals a complex nose: notes of white flowers, heather and vine peach
combine to form an elegant bouquet. The robust, rounded attack develops into a beautiful
depth of palate. It is seductive in its smoothness and vivacity, its all-enveloping roundedness
and its remarkably long-lasting aroma.

V

Vegan

RED
27

LE SERIN ROUGE
AUDE, FRANCE

Candied fruit, raspberry and Ruby Red grapefruit flavours
with the Syrah adding darker fruit aromas and a hint of spice.

28

HONEST VALLEY CABERNET SAUVIGNON
EDEN VALLEY, AUSTRALIA

Consistently full with deep youthful crimson and mauve hues.
The palate is full bodied with soft tannins offering generous
dark fruit flavours complemented by a dusty oak finish.

29

ZAPA MALBEC

V

BOTTLE £22.00
250ml £7.50
175ml £5.70
125ml £4.40

31

PINOT NOIR RESERVE JEAN BALMONT

A perfectly ripe and silky Pinot Noir in a light easy drinking style.
		

BOTTLE £25.00
250ml £8.90
175ml £7.10
125ml £5.40

32

BOTTLE £26.00

SOUTH OF FRANCE

V

Soft elegant and persistent, with a pinch of fruit
and spice flavours and persistent finish.

APPASSIMENTO ROSSO PUGLIA

BOTTLE £25.00

ALMANSA, SPAIN

Very rich wine with all the hallmarks of great garnacha namely cinnamon,
pepper mingling with wild raspberry. Non Certified Organic.

33

MERLOT SEPIA SINGLE VINEYARD RESERVE

BOTTLE £27.00		
250ml £9.50
Intense aromas of candied red fruits, plums, all set off by delicate notes of
175ml £7.50
125ml £5.80
coffee and chocolate. It is juicy in the mouth, with smooth, silky tannins and
a delicious balance that lead into a long, fruity and pleasant finish.
toasting on the nose. Fruity, rounded and with delicious acidity.

34

COTES DU RHONE PASQUIER DESVIGNES

BOTTLE £29.00

RHONE, FRANCE

Magnificent violet and black nose on spices and black fruit maturity.
Mouth concentrated, rich, dense, lovely ripe fruit with sweet tannins.

PUGLIA, ITALY

A full bodied wine made from carefully selected sun-dried grapes.
This method, called Appassimento, increases the concentration of
fruit and flavours in the wine and is a rich, complex and fruity wine
with notes of ripe dark cherries, fresh herbs and vanilla.

MI TRACTOR AZUL GARNACHA

MAIPO VALLEY, CHILE

BOTTLE £24.00
250ml £7.90
175ml £6.30
125ml £4.60

MENDOZA, ARGENTINA

30

BOTTLE £20.00
250ml £6.90
175ml £5.10
125ml £3.90

35

V

OLD TRUE ZINFANDEL ORGANIC

BOTTLE £29.00

PUGLIA, ITALY

Intense, solidly structured and beautifully balanced. Fruit and spice
predominate on the palate, with a coffee, cocoa and vanilla finish.

V

Vegan

RED
36

V

CHATEAU TAYET

DESSERT
BOTTLE £32.00

42

BORDEAUX, FRANCE

BERTON RESERVE SHIRAZ

LIMARI VALLEY, CHILE

HALF BOTTLE £25.00
50ml £3.95

ELYSIUM BLACK MUSCAT, ANDREW QUADY

HALF BOTTLE £37.00

A sweet tempting style with rich flavours balanced by a lively acidity.

Soft, luscious Merlot fruit backed up by structured Cabernet, rich and silky, this punches
way above its weight and can’t be recommended highly enough. Non Certified Organic.

37

VISTAMAR MOSCATEL

BOTTLE £33.00

43

CALIFORNIA USA

An intense red dessert wine with rich ripe fruits and a long lingering finish.

BAROSSA VALLEY, AUSTRALIA		

The rich, full bodied palate is brimming with mulberry, blackberry and vanilla notes,
which are under pinned by a fine tannin structure - Just voted No.1 Shiraz in the World.

38

RIOJA RESERVA MARQUES DE ULIA

WE RECOMMEND

BOTTLE £34.00

RIOJA SPAIN

44

Traditional in style with developed fruit and spice character,
mixed with soft tannins. Aged in oak for a minimum of 18 months.

39

FLEURIE PIGEONNIER
BEAUJOLAIS, FRANCE

A wonderful, rich, and elegant bouquet, especially powerful and stylish.

40

V

SHARPHAM PINOT NOIR & PRÉCOCE

		

45

A delicious bright wine packed full of sweet round plummy fruit.

V

ALLAN SCOTT ESTATE PINOT NOIR

BOTTLE £45.00

LIMONCELLO DI BEPE TOSOLINI

46

PX HIDALGO

MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND		
JEREZ, SPAIN

Elegant raspberry and cherry on the palate with a nice
structured balance of fruit, acid, tannin and oak influence.

50ml £4.95

FRIULI, ITALY

Made with Amalfi Lemons the perfect foil to
a citrus based dessert or drizzled over ice cream.

TOTNES, DEVON UK		

41

50ml £3.95

CREDITON, DEVON

Icing is a method used widely in wine-making and now introduced
to cider. During this process the cider apple juice becomes intensified,
sweeter and richer. The powerful warmth and rich complexity match
perfectly the floral bouquet and sweet apple finish.

BOTTLE £40.00		

BOTTLE £40.00

SANDFORD ORCHARDS ICE CIDER

50ml £4.95

One of the sweetest wines in the World. Raisins, figs, caramel and
nuts secure a massive concentration of fruit. Fantastic over Ice-cream.
V

Vegan

THE DE SAVARY CELLAR
The wines we offer you are the fruit
of hard work and a precious talent.
Thank you to the winemakers who give
us the chance to share it with you.

REDS FROM THE DE SAVARY CELLAR
47

NUITS ST GEORGE
DOMAINE JEROME CHEZEAUX

BOTTLE £120.00

49

		

48

BEAUNE 1ER CRU ‘LES CENTS VIGNES’
DOMAINE JESSIAUME

Château Batailley is consistently one of the most outstanding wines from Pauillac.
The secret of the wine’s success is the outstandingly ripe Cabernet Sauvignon, which
makes up a high proportion of the blend, the balance being Merlot, Cabernet Franc
and Petit Verdot. This Chateau is a reliable source of “proper claret” and in 2011 the
Cabernet Sauvignon gives it a classic Pauillac character. This is very impressive. Lots of
cassis fruit and a plump mid-palate with very well integrated tannins. A fine balance
of black fruit, spicy oak, graphite and cigar box.

COTES DE BEAUNE, BURGUNDY, FRANCE

50

CHATEAU D’ISSAN 2011
MARGAUX, BORDEAUX, FRANCE

BOTTLE £110.00

The domaine is located in the village of Santenay and was founded in 1850.
Five generations of the Jessiaume family have managed the Domaine, which is presently
owned by former Rangers F.C. chairman Sir David Murray (whose vinous passion began
in the 1980s) and his son Keith Murray. The winemaking is in the hands of siblings Marc
and Pascal Jessiaume, as well as Marc’s son Jean-Baptiste, who won best young winemaker
at last year’s Hospice de Beaune auction. Striking deep scarlet colour leads on to aromas
of black and red fruits. On the palate, its solid, mouth-filling structure makes it a wine that
is generous, straightforward, and with the power to charm.

		

BOTTLE £130.00

PAUILLAC, BORDEAUX, FRANCE

COTES DE NUITS, BURGUNDY, FRANCE

The Chezeaux family owns almost four hectares of vineyards within the village
appellation of Nuits Saint Georges. The vineyards are found within a number of lieu-dits
but the ultimate cuvée that is bottled is principally from the Charbonniere site supplemented
by Les Chaliots and Aux Saint Julien. The vines are very old, some being planted over eighty
years ago (written as of early 2012). The soil is a mix of silts of clay, reddish-brown in
color, overlain with limestone pebbles. Exquisite aromas and flavours of blackcurrant,
black cherry, cocoa and clove. Firmly structured and robust on the palate with
a stylish and elegant finish.

CHATEAU BATAILLEY 5 EME CRU CLASSE, 2011

BOTTLE £210.00

Emmanuel Cruse continues to take this property to new heights. Rigorous selection
of only the best grapes led to just 57% of the crop being used in the first wine, which
is composed of 69% Cabernet Sauvignon and 31% Merlot. The nose shows excellent
intensity with both red and black fruits to the fore; on the palate there is a real density
of fruit with impressive length on the finish. Tannins are plentiful but are fine-grained
so do not appear austere or aggressive. One of the real finds in the Margaux appellation.

REDS FROM THE DE SAVARY CELLAR
51

ST JOSEPH “LES PIERRES SECHES”
YVES CUILLERON 2015

BOTTLE £80.00

In recent years as part of the revival of interest in Rhone Valley wines, a group of mostly
young growers, all working with consultant oenologist Jean Luc Colombo, has coalesced,
called Rhone Vignobles. Yves Cuilleron is one such grower. Since taking over from his
uncle, Yves Cuilleron has transformed the estate into one of the appellation’s finest.
Ruby red in colour with an elegant perfumed fruity nose of raspberry, blueberry,
violet and pepper. Fruity, juicy and on the lean side, but firm on the finish.

AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA FATORRI, 2014
BASTIA, VERONA, ITALY

ALANDES PARADOUX BLEND
ALTOCEDRO ESTATE, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA

RHONE, FRANCE

52

53

BOTTLE £90.00

Hand picked grapes during the last two weeks of September and laid to dry in small
boxes in “fruttaio”. The grapes are allowed to dry gently in well-ventilated rooms for
around 4-5 months, concentrating their flavours, sweetness and colour. In winter, the
grapes are crushed and the wine matures in wood for 30-36 months before bottling.
Produced in tiny quantities this is hedonistic and complex with a nose of cherry liqueur
and cinnamon with flavours of green peppercorn, chocolate and dried plum.

BOTTLE £65.00		

A Bordeaux inspired blend, ripe blackberry fruit, damson and warming spice with subtle
flavours of pencil lead, dark chocolate, cardamom and black pepper. Concentrated
fruit flavours and complex minerality. The final blend is 20% of each grape variety
Cabernet Franc, Petit Verdot, Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon, Malbec taken
from 3 different vintages, it is then aged in French oak for 12 months.

WHITES FROM THE DE SAVARY CELLAR
54

CHABLIS GRAND CRU ‘BOUGROS’
DOMAINE DU COLOMBIER, 2016

BOTTLE £90.00

56

CHABLIS, BURGUNDY

MEURSAULT “CLOS DU CROMIN”, 2015
DOMAINE BITOUZET-PRIEUR
BURGUNDY, FRANCE

BOTTLE £140.00

Few estates in Meursault are as uncompromisingly traditional and consistently outstanding
as Domaine Bitouzet-Prieur. If you long to experience pure, textbook Meursault, Bitouzet is
your ticket, today’s extremely limited “Clos du Cromin” deserves your undivided attention.
Great Meursault wraps you in layers of creamy richness, fresh but integrated acidity, and
perfectly ripe fruit with hints of hazelnut and lime blossom. François and Vincent Bitouzet
farm all their parcels organically, relying on zero shortcuts with chemicals or systemic
treatments, and all of the fruit is harvested by hand.

BOTTLE £85.00

BURGUNDY, FRANCE

Domaine du Colombier is a family property transmitted over several generations.
Currently, three son Guy Mothe, Jean Louis, Thierry and Vincent operate
45 hectares of vineyards. The vineyards are planted exclusively with
Chardonnay and produce dry white wines, clear, bright and light, with a characteristic
yellow color with subtle white-green hues.Fine mineral aromas with stone fruit notes.
On the palate there is a depth of flavour expected of a grand cru, supported by
decent acidity and a mineral core. Very long finish.

55

PULIGNY MONTRACHET 1ER CRU
“LES CHALAMEAUX” 2009

A “chalumau” is a medieval wind instrument. It can be seen on tapestries at the Hospices
de Beaune. It is true that this part of the slope is rather windy and that this vineyard
is at the top of the slope on an austere and rocky soil. A site famed for its low yields,
the premier cru vineyard of Les Chalumeaux produces a wine with great intensity.
A backbone of citrus fruit is accompanied by aromas of apricot, pear, subtle toast
notes and hints of flint. Elegantly shaped on the palate, with great length.

57

CLOUDY BAY SAUVIGNON, 2018
MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND

BOTTLE £85.00

Cloudy Bay Vineyards was established in 1985 in the Wairau Valley in Marlborough at
the northern end of New Zealand’s South Island. Owned by Louis Vuitton Moet Hennessey
the largest luxury goods brand in the world. Fresh and vibrant, with ripe lime and grapefruit
flavours, shows lifted notes of elderflower, green lime zest, and stone fruit. The palate is ripe,
fine and succulent, offering zesty ripe citrus flavours.

PRESTIGE CUVEE CHAMPAGNE AND ENGLISH SPARKLING
FROM THE DE SAVARY CELLAR
8

DOM PERIGNON, 2009

BOTTLE £210.00

HAUTVILLERS CHAMPAGNE FRANCE

Dom Pérignon (1638–1715) was a monk and cellar master at the Benedictine abbey in
Hautvillers. He pioneered a number of winemaking techniques around 1670—being the first
to blend grapes in such a way as to improve the quality of wines, balance one element with
another in order to make a better whole, and deal with a number of their imperfections;
perfecting the art of producing clear white wines from black grapes by clever manipulation
of the presses; Each vintage is a perfectly balanced blend of Pinot Noir and Chardonnay,
aged for a minimum of seven years. 2009 was an excellent vintage that, while still youthful,
is showing great elegance. Exemplary in style, depth and quality, this is simply heavenly

9

LOUIS ROEDERER CRISTAL, 2009
MARNE CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE

BOTTLE £290.00

Our House’s most famous wine was created in 1876 to satisfy the demanding tastes of Tsar
Alexander II. The emperor asked Louis Roederer to reserve the House’s best cuvée for him every
year. He was particularly fond of the House’s wine. To distinguish this cuvée, this exceptional
champagne came in a flat-bottomed, transparent lead-crystal bottle. The new brand was named
after this precious material, which is particularly transparent and luminous. Produced uniquely
during the best years, when the Chardonnay (around 40%) and Pinot noir (around 60%) grapes
have attained perfect maturity, Cristal is aged for 6 years in Louis Roederer’s cellars and left for
a further 8 months after dégorgement. Cristal is a remarkably balanced and refined champagne
whose length is inimitable. It has a silky texture and fruity aromas, complemented by a powerful
mineral quality with white fruit and citrus notes.

10

WINSTON CHURCHILL POL ROGER 2008

BOTTLE £295.00

CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE

Pol Roger created this Champagne as a tribute to Sir Winston Churchill, allegedly,
Churchill valued a robust, full bodied Champagne, and this 2008 vintage is one that
Pol Roger hope he would have approved of. Cuvée Sir Winston Churchill is made
exclusively with grapes from Grand Cru Pinot Noir and Chardonnay vineyards which
were already under vine during Churchill’s lifetime. On the palate, the wine is
immediately powerful and yet exquisitely well-balanced; refreshing flavours of
citrus fruit, notably grapefruit, are coupled with creamy notes of pastry.

58

NYETIMBER BLANC DE BLANC
HAMPSHIRE AND SUSSEX, ENGLAND

BOTTLE £115.00

Lovely pale gold in colour with a fine bead. This Blanc de Blancs shows our classic
signature of delicate floral and citrus aromas followed by subtle vanilla and toast flavours,
but now with a pure crystalline core thanks to the inclusion of Chardonnay from our Hampshire
vineyards. A long, complex finish makes this a wine to be savoured. The vineyards share
similar characteristics with the best sparkling wine vineyards in the world, Greensand
and chalk. Using only estate-grown grapes from their own vineyards ensures that only
the finest fruit is used and all fruit is handpicked at harvest.

THE GREATEST THREAT TO OUR OCEANS IS THE
BELIEF THAT SOMEONE ELSE WILL SAVE THEM
‘Sea Change’ is a range of environmentally conscious wines
that support ocean conservation through direct partnerships
with key ocean and marine focussed charities.

59

SEA CHANGE CHARDONNAY
SALENTO, ITALY

Easy-drinking and full of flavour, fresh citrus and tropical fruits
dominate the palate. Notes of black pepper and lime
pair with a soft fresh delicious finish.

BOTTLE £25.00

60

SEA CHANGE NEGROAMARO
SALENTO, ITALY

A versatile and easy-drinking delight, Sea Change Negroamaro
is medium-bodied and well-balanced with flavours of berry fruits,
especially red and black cherry at the fore front. A lovely,
lingering finish — this wine is one to savour.

BOTTLE £25.00

COGNAC & WHISKEY
S EL EC TION

DIGESTIF SELECTION
COGNAC

MALT

REMY MARTIN XO

£13.00

COURVOISIER VS

£4.20

HENNESSY FINE DE COGNAC

£4.30

HINE RARE VSOP

£5.60

ARMAGNAC AND CALVADOS
CALVADOS BERNEROY VSOP

£4.20

BARON SIGOGNAC VS ARMAGNAC

£4.20

BARON SIGOGNAC XO PLATINUM ARMAGNAC

£10.00

AUCHENTOSHAN - 12 YEAR OLD, LOWLAND
GLENMORANGIE - 10 YEAR OLD, HIGHLAND
LAPHROAIG - 10 YEAR OLD, ISLAY
BALVENIE - 12 YEAR OLD SPEYSIDE
SPRINGBANK - 10 YEAR OLD, CAMBELTOWN
TALISKER - 10 YEAR OLD, ISLE OF SKYE
TOBERMORY 10 YEAR OLD, ISLE OF MULL

£4.50
£4.00
£5.15
£4.95
£4.50
£5.00
£4.95

WHISKIES
BUSHMILLS BLACKBUSH, IRELAND

£4.20

WILD TURKEY 101, USA

£4.20

WOODFORD RESERVE RYE, USA

£5.50

MAKERS MARK, USA

£4.20

JACK DANIELS, USA

£4.20

CROWN ROYAL, CANADA

£4.50

LOCAL GIN
S EL EC TION
A S E L E C T I O N O F L O C A L LY S O U R C E D G I N S B R I N G I N G F R E S H
A N D N E W S T Y L E S T O S A M P L E A N D E N J O Y AT Y O U R L E I S U R E .

DEVON GIN SELECTION
DEVON GIN, 43%

£4.20

FAT PIG DISTILLERY, EXETER, DEVON

Exeter Distillery was born in the bedroom above The Fat Pig Freehouse.
The Hillbilly Still was christened Bad Fagin making an extremely fragrant
and light served with a twist of orange or dirty with a black olive.

BLACK DOG GIN, 46%

Made with pure Dartmoor water and a carefully selected and curated mix of Dartmoor
botanicals to bring flavour and distinction to every sip. This smooth, botanical infusion
boasts strong citrus notes, flashes hints of wild flowers and finishes off with red berries.

EXMOOR, DEVON

£4.50

Wicked Wolf Exmoor Gin is made using a selection of 11 botanicals - these
include juniper, angelica, cardamom, coriander, cubeb, grains of paradise,
hibiscus, Kaffir lime leaves, orange peel, lemon peel and lemon grass.

LYME BAY PINK GRAPEFRUIT GIN, 40%
LYME BAY, DEVON

This mouth-watering gin bursts with the flavours of pink grapefruit,
orange peel and lime alongside the more delicate botanical aromas
of juniper and elderflower. A beautiful marriage of the floral and citrus

flavours for which the Lyme Bay is renowned.

£4.50

START POINT, DEVON

Rosé Sainte Marie is a superb gin handcrafted in Salcombe, inspired by the
aromas, flavours and lifestyle of the South of France. Though it’s pink, this gin
has no added sugar. A lovely floral bouquet of delicate lavender and rose,
livened by peppery juniper and a hint of spice, followed by subtle red fruit
sweetness and fragrant citrus on the finish.

£4.20

DARTMOOR DISTILLERY, TUCKERS MALTING, DEVON

WICKED WOLF EXMOOR GIN, 42%

SALCOMBE GIN ROSE SAINTE MARIE, 41.4%

£4.50

SALCOMBE GIN, 44%

£4.50

START POINT, DEVON

Salcombe Gin is produced in two 60 litre stills, Hoshi and Provident,
and made with thirteen botanicals including Macedonian juniper,
fresh lemon, lime and red grapefruit peels, cardamom, liquorice,
cinnamon bark, chamomile, coriander seeds and cubeb berries.

PLYMOUTH GIN, 41.2%

£4.00

PLYMOUTH, DEVON

A higher than usual proportion of root ingredients is the source of Plymouth’s
distinctive earthy aromas. It has seven botanicals – juniper, coriander, sweet
orange, cardamom, angelica and orris root that are redistilled with pure grain spirit.

E18TEEN STRAWBERRY GIN, 30%
SOUTH PETHERTON, SOMERSET

E18hteen Gin’s distinctive flavour derives from fused English strawberries
on the nose after with fine vibrant juniper, citrus zests, moving a creamed
macadamia and sweet strawberry to finish.

£4.50

OUR OTHER LOCATIONS

THE MERRY HARRIERS

THE EASTBURY HOTEL

THE BRADLEY HOTEL

In the picturesque village of Hambledon in
the Surrey Hills Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty, The Merry Harriers has its origins dating back to the 16th century. Our traditional
style welcoming village inn is steeped in history
with the landlord’s names dating back to the
early 1700’s written on the pub walls.

Just a few short steps from the lively, historic
Abbey town of Sherborne, The Eastbury Hotel
is a charming boutique Georgian period listed
townhouse (Dated 1740) hotel set within a
spectacular walled garden. A warm, happy
and welcoming hotel infused with a homely,
personal touch and exceptional service.

The Bradley is a boutique bed and breakfast
in a listed town house in the centre of Regency
Cheltenham. Our aim is to provide all of our
guests with a great welcome, a comfortable
bedroom and a tasty breakfast making your
stay with us a homely experience rather
than just simply a night away.

AWARDS
Here at the Cary Arms & Spa we are constantly
looking to deliver the best quality.
Whether it be in our luxurious boutique accommodation,
our AA Rosette restaurant or our stunning spa we aim to lead
the way in the South West in providing excellence.
We measure ourselves against the very best in the industry
and are delighted to receive recognition from the
most prestigious awarding bodies in the region.

w w w.car y ar m s .co .uk

